Simply perfect from any angle!

KePlus P6
The multifunctional statement printer with infinitely adjustable display for optimum adjustment to individual branch situations and maximum user comfort.
The new KePlus P6 statement printer with infinitely adjustable display can be perfectly adapted to the specific lighting conditions prevailing in bank branches. This ensures optimum vision at all times and comfortable operation.

Equipped with the latest, state-of-the-art technical components and double-sided thermal printing as an option, the KePlus P6 completes the printout of statements in a fast, efficient and economic manner and also offers absolute system reliability.

Owing to its ultra-compact dimensions, the KePlus P6 can easily replace existing terminals and with its attractive design, blends in perfectly with the surroundings in any branch.

The ideal component layout in the user area guarantees simple and intuitive operation for every customer group.

The KePlus P6 – simply perfect from any angle!

- Statement printouts
- Account enquiries
- Marketing and information
Your advantages and those of your customers.

**Outstanding flexibility**
With its infinitely adjustable display, the KePlus P6 can be ideally matched to the specific lighting conditions prevailing in bank branches and thus offers perfect viewing at all times. Optional, double-sided thermal printing guarantees maximum flexibility.

**Maximum availability**
The latest, highly reliable technical components secure maximum machine availability.

**Highest cost-efficiency**
Double-sided thermal printing provides a sustained cut in paper costs, conserves natural resources and raises both transaction speeds and throughput. Account and/or advertising information on the front and reverse side of the printout reduces paper consumption and refills, which helps to safeguard our environment.

**Unsurpassed operating comfort**
Clear, straightforward user guidance and the layout of the components in the viewing and operating area provide every user with simple, intuitive machine operation.

**Simplest machine support and servicing**
Intuitively operated service tools, as well as ease of access to all components and their optimum layout, enable simple, quick and comfortable terminal servicing and support.

The service engineer sets the infinitely adjustable display in the desired position.
KePlus P6 – technology for your success!

Access
- Front load

Installation variations
- Free-standing
- Infinitely adjustable display
  - Any screen position between 20 and 70°
  - Is installed in the desired position by the service engineer

Standard features
- Housing in RAL 7016 anthracite grey; hood in RAL 9007 aluminium grey
- Industrial PC 2GHz mobile processor; 320 GB HD; 1 GB RAM
- 15” TFT LCD XGA with touch screen
- Hybrid card reader with EMV capability and anti-skimming solution
- Card collection box
- Thermal printing of statements
- Two paper trays with paper level measurement
- Illuminated user guide and status display
- Stereo loudspeakers
- Headphone jack
- Service keyboard
- Card advertising space

Optional features
- 15” TFT LCD display in high brightness
- Alternative 12” TFT LCD SVGA with 2x4 soft keys instead of a touch screen
- Lockable card collection box
- Industrial Core2Duo PC; 2.26 GHz mobile processor; 320 GB HD; 1 GB RAM
- Optional double-sided thermal printing
- Two pull-out paper trays with optical paper level measurement and external gauge
- DVD-ROM drive
- UPS
- Braille pictograms
- Bag shelf
- Special coatings in customizable RAL colours

Security options
- Display privacy screen

Power supply
- 110–120 V~/220–240V~, 50/60 Hz

Environmental conditions
- Operating temperature: +10°C to +38°C
- Relative humidity: 30 % to 85 %

Dimensions/Weight
- Height: 1,185 mm
- Body width: 530 mm
- Depth: 645 mm
- Weight: 113.5 kg

Operating system
- MS Windows XP

System software / Standard applications
- RAP: transaction system with standard APIs
  - XFS service provider as optional support
- RAWAP: authorization and maintenance application with extensive support and service functions

Optional applications
- EBS: the extended user and service function, which offers terminal operators the opportunity to complete quick and safe error correction using graphic instructions
Fit for the future with KEBA.

KEBA is the innovation leader in the banking and services automation field and continually sets trends with its inventive technologies and technical solutions. As a result of its infinitely adjustable display, the KePlus P6 statement printer can be ideally matched to specific lighting conditions and also raises branch efficiency by means of double-sided thermal printing.